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introduction

Back around the beginning of the '40s, I got mixed up with a very self-consciously

avant-garde group in architecture.

Its members, for the most part, had finished

their professional schooling a year oi. two ear.lief and they were deeply concerned
with the social, political, economic and esthetic problems facing the architect. That

the subject was a large one didn't seem to bother anybody.

Like all of the very

young, they found precious little to admire in what they saw around them and
they had come to the somewhat unoriginal conclusion that the way to bring about
the changes they considered desirable was to I.orm an organization of progressive

people like themselves. My role, if any, must have been that of the disenchanted
old man, since I had been out of school four or five years longer than they,

and I had gone through the particular phase in which they were now involved.
These recollections have not to do so much with the rise and fall of this pal.ticu-

lal. organization-whose entire history could have been charted in advance like a

fever-as with the design and furnishings of the rooms in which the founding
fathers argued. The location of the first meeting was a small basement apartment
in New York's East Fifties. The living room was painted white (walls, ceiling and

trim) and the floor was covered with cocoa matting. The largest piece of furniture
was a daybed covered in monk's cloth. There was also a radio-record player in
a box of blond wood. The mantel had been removed fi`om its place over the fire-

place and there was now a Miro instead-hLing off-center. Illumination was provided by two or three photographers' i-eflectors, clamped in various locations.

There was also a homemade mobile, in the Calder manner.
A week later there was another meeting in another apartment. This new interior,
in its general design scheme and the details of its furnishings, was exactly like

the first. And, as the meetings went on from one apartment to the next, so were
the third and the fourth. It was a bit of a shock to be forced to make this observation, for the conclusion to which it led was that radicals and consei-vatives

appeared to be alike in their strong insistence on absolute conformity.

Having

chosen to consider myself something of a radical in matters esthetic I found the

conclusion unpalatable.

Then I made the mistake of passing on this interesting

thought to some of the group, who found the idea distinctly not funny.
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I would not like to have it thought that I am trying to make fun of these earnest
souls or their convictions regarding interior design. As people they were behaving

in just about the way their age group should have behaved at that particular time,
and their favorite type of decor was not, in point of fact, so bad.

Nobody in the

group had much money to throw around and some very agreeable effects were
achieved without it. Also, the little white-painted rooms were more cheerful by far
than what one ordinarily found in the way of brownstone interiors. What interests
me in retrospect is that these rooms, while of course designed to function as rooms,

were set up primarily to function as manifestoes.

In the raging battle between

Model.nism and Conservatism, the battalions in the front lines of progress had to

have their banners.

The symbols brandished aloft included monk's cloth, radios

in homemade cabinets, Miro reproductions hung off-center over the fireplace, Aalto
chairs and Calder mobiles. Without these identifications nobody could have told
which side one was on.

Now the battle, for all practical purposes, is over.

Banks lend mortgage money

on modern houses and even department stores sell modern furniture. Now if one
puts six Eames chairs at his dining table all it means is that one likes and can
afford them. Monk's cloth has been super.seded by a great variety of more interesting fabrics, none of which have any symbolic meaning, and if one paints his living room white it is with full awareness that this has been going on for centuries.
The thing that makes design so interesting is that the factors in its creation are

so inconsistently and wonderfully human. At one point a man designs an interior
to live in and it turns out that what he is really doing is designing a banner to
flaunt in the faces of those he assumes to be stuffed shirts. To achieve this unac-

knowledged aim, he calls to his aid all of the resources of contemporary technique
so that he can demonstrate how truly objective and scientific he has been in his

approach to the problem. Let the struggle show signs of shifting in his favor and

he will suddenly handle the same design problem quite differently. This kind of

irrationality is not in itself a bad thing. It is one of the indispensable-and en-

riching-elements in the process we call design.
We have here a book of contemporary interiors, most of them done in the past five

years, and I believe that these preliminary observations have some pertinence in
connection with them. 1£, as has already been said, the "manifesto" quality has
in large part disappeared, this reflects the fact that contemporary design has been

around long enough so that architects and interior designers no longer feel a burn-

ing compulsion to make a public display of their modernity. But this also means

that we now have something which has been fairly generally accepted as a "style,"
a word which less than a decade back caused serious designers to tear out what

was left of their hair. The word was anathema because it was the "styles" which

were being fought.

Only now that the smoke has cleared away, we find that we

are saddled with exactly what we thought we were fighting.
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The style with which we must now cope, whether we like the idea or not, has actually
been in existence for at least two decades.

Its outlines were traced with aston-

ishing clarity by such men as Wright, Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier, and
significant interiors by these men have been included in this book in order to make
perfectly clear the nature of their contributions in this special area.
Historically the life of a style, like the life of a society, follows certain recogniz-

able, and predictable, patterns. First there is the decay of the old style, marked
by an increasing lack of real inventiveness and a tendency to become rigid. This

situation (about which nobody can do anything) frustrates the creativity of the more

vital of the younger men, and the seeds of rebellion begin to sprout.

For a time

there is an unconscious growth of awareness of new forms, necessary preparation

for the outburst which will formally topple the old order and usher in the new.
With the outburst there appears a man, prototype figure of the new style, whose
function it is to state in an unmistakable way that times have changed.

This is

what happened when Brunelleschi built the Pazzi Chapel in Florence and destroyed,
with this diminutive masterpiece, the hold of the Middle Ages on the imagina-

tions and the eyes of men. It happened again in modem times with the building

of the Crystal Palace and the Eiffel Tower; structures whose meaning was not fully
understood until the great prototype figures, such as Sullivan and Wright, revealed
their meaning.

Once the basis of a style has been established and accepted-it always seems to

be established by the work of men of genius-there is nothing left for their followers but the work of development.

And there is no further room for drastic

change until the development has run its course. This is the period in which we

are now working, and it will be quite a while before the vitality of the present
movement has exhausted itself.

It would be good if revolutionary developments of this kind could be traced in

terms of interiors rather than architecture, but unfortunately and inevitably, interior design unlike painting and sculpture has always been a "captive" art. Interiors
exist only in relation to buildings and therefore, wherever architecture goes, interior design has to follow. This is undoubtedly why the really significant develop-

ments in interior design-in earlier periods as well as our own-have been initiated largely by the architects.
The characteristics of the style in which these interiors have been designed are

now widely recognized and understood, and I do not propose to recapitulate the
details. But it is of considerable importance to realize that thei.e is one thing which

stands out from all the others, and in fact conditions their development.

This is

an extraordinary, and almost unprecedented preoccupation with spc}ce.

If one thinks about modern houses and their interiors, it very soon becomes quite

evident that the feeling about space which typifies our period is the central factor

conditioning all of our three-dimensional-and a good bit of the two-dimensional5

design.

It is to achieve space that we shatter the hitherto solid walls of our

houses and put in glass.

There was a time, before the force of this drive was

understood, that people said quite sensibly, "these glass houses are good for Ari-

zona, or California or Florida." But we are building them as well in Minnesota,
Michigan and Connecticut, because we insist on putting such houses in the most in-

clement imaginable situations.

We built them and then blandly told the heating

industry to make them habitable.

If we knew how to accomplish it, we would

leave out the glass, too.

Now the walls have been eliminated, we are looking at the roof. How about skylights?

It is a known fact that top lighting is many times as effective as daylight-

ing through windows, but this has been known for decades. It is not efficiency we

are looking for but freedom from dimensional barriers. Think of all the propaganda about letting the outside in and the inside out. What does this mean if it
is not directly related to our insatiable craving for space? Why do we now build

in furniture?

Yes, it does make housekeeping easier, but it also makes rooms

appear larger. One of the favorite devices of the best architects and designers is
to erect partitions which do not go to the ceiling. These, if anything, reduce pri-

vacy and certainly do not save household labor.

We put them in because they

create an illusion of continuing space.

There is now evolving a kind of house which is not a house at all in the traditional
sense, but a shell-type of heated enclosure which has virtually no rooms at all. Some

of the first of these are shown in this book, and if examined from a strictly functional point of view they leave quite a few problems unsolved. But if viewed in
the light of this 20th century obsession with space they make complete sense.

It is an odd thing that as this preoccupation deepens, the cost of achieving the
space we seem to want so much mounts constantly.

This contradiction contains

some interestingly explosive possibilities, and it is my private guess that it will

lead the public to accept designs now considered far too radical for any save the
most eccentric of individual clients.

It would be interesting to explore the basis for an attitude which has had a more

far-reaching effect on interior design than all other factors put together, but the

attempt would take us way beyond the scope of an introduction. One point might
be made however: whatever the basis for oui` desire for unlimited space, it is not

primarily or even predominantly technological. We have, to be sure, the techniques,
materials and tools for making large spaces habitable; but the technique comes after

the fact, not before.

Once before, during the Tudor period in England, there was

great excitement about space in houses, and there was an exceedingly bold use of
glass. Here the decisive influences were not technological by any means. Henry
VII, in uniting the Houses of York and Lancaster, had vastly increased the powers

of central government in England, and the new stability of political institutions
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was swiftly reflected in the replacement o£ fortified castles by houses of glass.

It

seems at least possible that despite the turmoil at the international level today, the

average citizen may have more confidence in the good behavior of his neighbor (in
the broadest sense) than one might suspect. Frightened people do not build glass
hoLises.

It is pet.haps this sense of confidence of some kind which permeates the contem-

porary living space and gives it its extraordinary appeal to people. If there is
any truth in this assumption of internal security, it would go far to explain othei.
things that go on in these rooms. For. example, the casual interchange of fui.ni-

ture for indoors and furniture supposed to be used on outside terraces; the use
of materials formerly considered inappropriate for intei.iors with any pretensions
to elegance, such as common brick, or even exposed cindei. block; the adoption
of lighting devices hitherto sanctioned only in factories, offices or photographers'

studios.

People who could well afford separate dining rooms do not bother. with

them any more.

People who could afford a dozen separate kitchens are as likely

as not to end up with their one right in the living room.
'1`his is more than a trend towards "casual living," as the magazines are so fond
of putting it. This is an expression o£ living as one damn well pleases, withoLit feat.

of losing one's friends or horrifying the neighbors. The contemporary demand,
therefore, is really a double one: the freedom which comes only with space, and
the freedom to do with the space whatever one chooses.
If this is today's majoi. trend, we could do a lot worse.

George Nelson
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Gordon I)rake

The entrance corner of this hillside house is completely in the california tradition,
but executed with unusual sensitivity. Materials are few and familiar: redwood,
brick, translucent glass, water and plants, but they have been combined with remarkable skill to create an exciting indoor-outdoor living area.
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Interior view of the house by Cordon Drake, looking towards the entrance illustrated
on the preceding page. Note how precisely the redwood has been used to indicate
structural lines, also the very effective combination of clear and tra]islucent glass.
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Richard I. Neutra

ts

The indoor-outdoor view above

shows a guest apartment attached
As in the
facing example, Mr. Neutra has
chosen to emphasize the contrast
between rough and smooth textures, but with an entirely different feeling in the room. The space
has been treated as a complete oneroom apartment, with an alcove
couch serving as the bed, and with
a kitchenette concealed under the
lift-lid cabinets on the far side of
the fireplace. The brick floor continues out to become a generous
to a California house.
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The Tugendhat house, built over twenty
Ludwig Miesvan Her Rohe

years ago in czechoslovakia, is one of the
very few modern houses to which the word
"great" has consistently been applied by

architects and designers, and its influence
the world over has been enormous. As the

plan shows, the living floor of this house
is one large, open space subdivided into
areas rather than rooms by dividing screens
of various materials, including Macassar
ebony (dining area), fabric and onyx. Although ultra-simple in treatment, the interior
has been executed in the richest of materials. The window drapery is black and
white raw silk, woven in one piece; structural columns are sheathed in chrome-plated
steel casings, furniture is covered in white
vellum, pale green cowhide and natural pigskin; the rug is white wool. The extreme
care given to the selection of materials and
finishes, and the emphasis given the few art
ob].ects the house contains, transforms what
might have been too austere an interior
into one of astonishing luxury. After nearly
a quarter of a century the house still occupies a unique position as modern architecture and interior design.
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Maroel Breuer
F. R. S. Yorke

The living-dining area of a house
built at a British exhibition in 1936.
This is an early example of the
now-familiar use of strongly contrasting textures, in this case plywood walls and ceiling and a single
wall of stone. Furniture was designed by the architects.

Ezl'a Stoller

Maroel Breuer

Walter Gropius

An unusually interesting relationship of living and dining rooms is
shown in this illustration. The living room is almost two stories in
height, and at its end opens down
to the dining space, up to the master bedroom which has only a railing and a curtain to separate it
from the living room. The freestanding bookcase at the left conceals the stairs which lead up to
the bedroom floor. The house was
designed for Breuer's own use, was
built in 1939, and is located in Lincoln, Mass.
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Paul Davis: George H. Davis Stut

Walter Gropius
Marcel Breuer

The house of Dr. Gropius is located
in the same group as the Breuer
house (facing page) and forms

part of one of the most interesting
collections of modern houses in the
country. While the character of the
Gropius house is uncompromising
in its adherence to the principles
of modern design, its furnishings,
as indicated by this photograph,
are surprisingly casual in both selection and arrangement.

Julius Shulm

Richard I. Neutra

An all-purpose room in an apartment building in Westwood, California. The sleeping area at the
rear is treated as a comfortable
seating alcove and visually it forms

part of the general interior treatment. A curtain is the only divider
between the two areas. Much of
the agreeably spacious appearance
of the interior is due to the single
large simply-textured rug.
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Marcell

Harry Seidler

This house in Australia is an excellent example of

the world wide diffusion of the ideas which underlie
modern architecture and interior design. Here the
living and dining areas are arranged in one large
room, with a free-standing stone fireplace as the divider between the two. Two walls of the room are
entirely of glass: one looks out to the view (above) ,
the other opens out on a terrace.
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Seidler

Photos: Lionel Fi'eedman

Samuel Glaberson

The use of contemporary interior design is by no means confined to new structures. In this interesting example a stable
in Brooklyn provided the shell. A brick wall at the rear was
broken out to permit the installation of a two-story window,
and a sleeping balcony was made in what was presumably
once the hayloft. The top half of the high window is filled
with pebbled glass for privacy from the adjoining apartment houses.

21

I entrance

2 closet-corridor
3 garage-utilities
4 storage
5 kitchen alcove
6 dining
7 living room
8 line of balcony
9 study area
10 lavatory
11 bath

These additional views of

the converted stable again
demonstrate that there is
nothing quite as luxurious
as space. The fact of height
permits the development
of stair, balcony and fireplace as important design
elements. Note the large
seating group and the excellent storage wall in the
study area.
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Charles Eames

The West Coast house o£ Charles Eames is one of the very important rece
developments of the modern house idea. The architect started out with t]

idea of creating a large unimpeded space and utilized standard light facto
framing members of steel to achieve his objective at minimum cost. The I
sult, as indicated in this view of the living room, is acspace which shows I
resemblance whatever to a factory, but an extraordinarily sensitive and exc
ing relationship of walls, windows, furniture, plants and art objects. If one
looking for an indication o£ future directions in both house design and interii
design, this is a prophetic and provocative example.

2:

The Eames house (see plan) consists of two

rectangular steel boxes, one house proper
and one studio, set on a long concrete

platform against a retaining wall in a hillside. The basic interior height is seventeen
feet, permitting the placing of bedrooms
and baths on a balcony over the kitchendining area. Sliding screens at balcony level

ceas^fty~Sfatobe``ngaeiseetseeap~

permit the use of the bedrooms as open or
closed spaces. Under the balcony (left) in
the living section is a tight alcove, equipped
;e±]t±hcabc}±]toint£:a:lint:r::rd tsrte°artam8:;tT:se e8#:::
tively suggested by the photographs on
these pages.

Despite the industrial derivation of the structure there is no
conflict whatever between the wall and window pattern and
the lacy forms of the eucalyptus trees outside.

Plan : Car entrance is at the extreme right. The visitor passes
by the studio building and crosses a small courtyard to reach
the house. There is a view of the Pacific from the narrow
end of the living room.
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View of the kitchen-dining end of the house,

seen from the patio between house and studio. Use of a standard structural system,
related to stock sizes of doors and windows, gave great freedom in design, for it

permitted the placing of the solid and transparent wall elements exactly where they
were needed. The strong geometrical patterns formed in this way are an exciting
counterpoint to the endlessly shifting tree
shadows.

Seen from this vantage point, the relationship between house, hillside, and the row of
eucalyptus trees becomes clear. Both house
and studio (below) are set on a flat shelf
between a gently sloping lawn on the left
and a high, steep hillside at the right. The
face on the nearest tree trunk is a characteristically playful Eames touch which recalls some of the elements of the interior
treatment.

This is the view from the car entrance,
showing a narrow path between buildings
and trees. The edge of the bluff in the background has a magnificent view of the ocean,
several hundred feet below.

Bill

Maris:

Pictor

An uncommonly spacious interior in a New York city

Harold M. Schwartz

Fi:ms;' rtehq°ur±°r:iheL¥ts:e;::e::::°h:askfe::r:r::npgreedseonnt-::¥
levels, with a dining area set low and general living space

placed on a balcony whose railing can be seen in the
foreground. The flight of brick stairs seen at the right
leads from the dining location to the kitchen.

A number of features give this large room something of
the agreeable feeling of a conservatory; chief of these,
of course, is the broad skylight of translucent wire glass
which extends the width of the room, and the white walls
and numerous plants contribute to the effect. Beyond the
dining area is the customary backyard garden of the city
house, and both spaces are linked by a glass wall made
up almost entirely of doors which can be folded back.
Location of the dining section-large enough for general
entertainment-below the levels of garden, living and
kitchen does much to accentuate the generous height of
the room.
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Ezra Stoller

Twitohell and Rudolph

The firm of Twitchell and Rudolph, now
divided into separate offices, established an
enviable record as the most distinguished
firm of residential architects in Florida and

one of the best in the U.S. This example
js characteristic. A definitely articulated
structure, a very bold use of glass, emphasis
of space by keeping partitions free of the
ceiling and a sharp contrast between big
spaces and sparse furnishings are all typical
devices. This large room serves three func-

tions: general living, dining, and studyall conveniently handled with a minimum
of visible dividers. The ceiling is stained

light green, beams are natural cypress and
the floor is sand-colored terrazzo. The rugs
are gray-green. Yellow and terra Gotta ac-

cents are provided by the cushions.
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Guerl,el,0

Frank Lloyd Wright

Built around 1940, this house was destroyed by fire a few years ago
and is at present a rock ruin on a small hilltop located on the fringe
of Phoenix, Arizona. The site, as indicated by the photograph above,
commands a magnificent view of the desert, overlooking the great
valley in which Phoenix is situated, and the distant mountains. The
house was designed as a massive structure in redwood and desert
rock, and, like all of Wright's best work, shows a masterful integration of exterior and interior elements. The living room, almost two
stories in height, uses exaggeratedly vertical doors and windows to
accentuate this height, and the all-glass corner shown above not only
extends the room on to the broad terrace, but offers an ideal view of
the landscape. It is generally typical of Wright's work that he makes
his furniture a part of the architecture wherever possible, and this
room is no exception. The main seating element is a I)uilt-in sofa
which occupies most of the window wall, and the dining table and
coffee table were obviously designed to recall the forms of the house
itself. One suspects that the rather undistinguished armchairs were
installed after the architect had completed his work.
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Fireplace corner in desert house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.
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The work of Lecorbusier, which now inLe Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret

cludes a tremendous number of projects,
some built and many unrealized, has had
an incalculable influence on modern design
the world over. In this living room, executed at Ville d'Avray in France around
1928, one sees a surprising number of elements which have since become widely
used. There are here, for instance, an early
version of the storage wall, production type
furniture in metal, the use of skylighting,
and built-in furniture. While the interior
treatment no longer conforms entirely to
current tastes, the room remains an extraordinarily prophetic example of modern
design.
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us Shulman

I. R. Davids0n

The designer's own house, built in Los Angeles.
The room illustrated shows an almost extreme development of the present-day trend towards the
merging of indoor and outdoor living spaces, and

it is aided greatly by the climate and luxuriant
vegetation of the region. The end of the room is
enclosed by sliding glass panels whose almost
total transparency interposes a minimum barrier
between inside and out. The existence of three
tables for dining is a silent comment on the
fluidity and informality of current living habits.
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Clareiice

Curtis and Davis

John

Laughlin

A second-floor living and dining room, in a
house in New Orleans. It is interesting to
compare this solution with other interiors
in this book which attempt to achieve a full
relationship between indoors and outside.
An unusual feature of this room is the curtain track between the living and dining
areas, treated here as an important element
of interior design. It is also interesting to
note that the box-like upholstered pieces do
not appear to fit this type of interior as successfully as the lighter, more open chairs.
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An inexpensive hillside house, typical of the excellent work of the
Sam Francisco Bay region. A future addition of two bedrooms is
planned; it will be constructed under the present structure, due to
the steep slope of the lot.

The present one-room structure is
planned to take care of all living requirements. The photograph
above, for example, shows the
sleeping area in the background,
separated from the living space by
a permanent low divider serving as
a combination desk and bookcase.
The architects gave careful attention to the provision of large glass
areas without loss of privacy.
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The main room of the house was located on its rocky site to give a
view of Sam Francisco Bay, and much of the glass was carried all the

Campbell and wong

r:: :;:qnu:°ptahnee)fl:::pte°n:::notnhethve±eowutts:d±:Swma:Lxi:tuw=e:±E:::±°a:Sj
ceiling was installed, according to the architects, to cut out an unwanted section of the view. Use of a prefabricated, standardized wood
frame (see Eames house, p. 23) made it possible to treat the whole
exterior wall as a series of inserts-transparent, translucent, and
opaque, fixed, or movable. The solid panels are painted yellow, green
and gold. Interior woodwork was rubbed with moss green color and
the ceiling was painted to match ; accents are persimmon.
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Philip Johnson

A luxury town house in New York, used by the owners for
the accommodation of their guests, and to house a major
part of their art collection. The entire project is an interesting commentary on the criticism sometimes advanced, that
contemporary interior design is better suited to meet utilitarian requirements than to achieve any sense of luxurious
living. While the main elements of this interior-the white
brick walls, linoleum floor, and ceiling with illuminating egg
crates and recessed spotlights-are simple enough, the resulting effect is far more than merely utilitarian. Completely
blanked off from the street, the room is given a sense of

great spaciousness, not only by its high ceiling, but by an
open court at the rear (photo above) between the living and
sleeping units. This planning device effectively cancels out
the distracting sounds and sights of the city street without
loss of a sense of openness.
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Rear corner of the living room. The low floor lamp was designed in
collaboration by Philip Johnson and Richard Kelly, lighting consultant for the house. Sculpture is by contemporary Italian, Marini.

Above: a detail of the
high windows at the street
end of the living room.
Left: a small kitchen located next to the front
entrance can be closed
off with folding doors.
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Photos:

Gottscho-Schlei

The most revealing view of the house is shown in the photograph
above. It illustrates, in conjunction with the plan, the essential simplicity and great ingenuity of the designer's solution for the problem
of a luxury house on a narrow city lot. At the front there is one large
space used for living, dining and service. At the rear of the property is a generous bedroom. In between lies a court open to the sky,
with a shallow pool occupying most of its area. Glass walls in both
living and sleeping units give views through the entire house.

The main seating group is shown in the foreground, a heavily upholstered set of pieces arranged formally in front of the large fireplace.
The sculpture over the fireplace was done for this location by Jacques
Lipchitz. Virtually all lighting is built into the ceiling and consists
of a combination of recessed spots and egg crates; control of these
units by motor-driven dimmers gives a wide variety of possible lighting effects.
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L. Canella, R. Fontana and R. Radici

42

Discovery of the design work in North Italy after the war has had a profound effect
on designers everywhere, and this apartment suggests some of the reasons. The Italians, with remarkable freshness and inventiveness, took the problem of the modern
interior and solved it in many new ways. Here, for instance, the architects had an old
building to work with but they spent neither time nor money modernizing such things
as the old doors. The completed scheme is not so much a remodeling as the superimposition of a completely new scheme on the old framework. The new lighting, for
example, is an exceedingly ingenious and successful installation which gives direct
and indirect lighting where it is needed without an expenditure for new wiring. The
screen dividing living from dining is anything but modern in subject matter or treatment, but perhaps for that reason forms an amusing and stimulating background for
the highly experimental kind of furniture the Italians so enjoy doing. The playful
approach to the problem almost conceals the fact that the solution is thoroughly practical-the various requirements have been taken care of with direct simplicity and an
obvious regard for the budget.
43

A screen of teak and plasticized
linen separates the entrance from
the study. Left: note built-in seat,

Japanese birdcage lamp.

Photos:

Gottscho-Schleisner

Ward Bennett

A bachelor's apartment, with a livingdining room on one side of the entry,
and a study on the other. The study is
shown in the background of the photo-

graph above and in the small illustration on the opposite page. The apartment was built with a raised platform
for the dining area and entry and it was
here incorporated into the general interior design by the use of cabinets as a
low divider and a lighted plastic panel
overhead. The whole treatment is most
successful in eliminating the usual fussiness of the average New York apartment. The agreeable effect is due largely
to the creation of a few big elements:
the long divider cabinets, large sofas
and benches, wall-to-wall draperies and
the Lurcat tapestry set against a completely blank wall.
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The "family room" in a house that also
has a more formal sitting room. The
lew York Times Studio

Breger and Salzman

purpose of this type of space, first proposed and described in "Tomorrow's
House," is to provide for child play,

parties, music playing, television watching and other activities which would be
distracting to others not participating.
Here the colicept has been expanded to
include provision of guest accommodation. An accordion-type partition functions as a space divider when activities
tend to conflict.

The well-known Italian designer's own living room in Milan, a space in which
PaoI0 Chessa

extreme emphasis has been laid upon flexibility. The metal-frame bookcase is
mobile, the partition has been constructed to slide on a track and the hanging
lamps can be hooked up at various places on the ceiling. The concept ex-

pressed-maximum mobility of interior elements-is becoming more and more
important in contemporary interior design.
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A view of the apartment of the director of the "Good Design" program of the
Museum of Modern Art. It is located in the basement of a large apartment
Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.

building facing p\Tew York's East River and I.epresents a very drastic conversion of the original space. Main feature of the apartment is a full-height glass
wall, fifty-two feet in length and uninterrupted by furniture or partitions. An

important function of the apartment is to house Mr. Kaufmann's collection of
painting, sculpture and objects.
47
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doortogarden

This apartment, which is a rather large one as the plan
shows, is an unusually interesting object lesson in open

planning-despite its size the entire space has only three
permanent partitions and three movable screens. Linen
rugs, hung from curtain tracks, separate the study from
the living room and the kitchen from the dining area. A
venetian blind in natural aluminum is the only divider
between study and bedroom. Natural silk curtains (right)
on the glass wall and coat closet are the only other fabric
screens in the apartment. The rear wall of the living
room is of cinder block painted white, and it functions

primarily as a neutral background for the display of
paintings. Most of the lighting is provided by recessed
ceiling units which flood the walls, thus illuminating the
rest of the room by reflection. The floor throughout is
cork. The rugs are part of a collection from Africa,
Poland, and Russia. There is no built-in furniture.

49
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This corner of the living room in the Kaufmann apartment is an excellent illustration
of a completely individual approach used in furnishing and decoration. The hanging screen in the background is a linen rug, bound in leather, here used as a screen
for the kitchen. The shelf unit is ordinary office equipment consisting of punched
steel angles and steel shelving. Chairs at the right are early designs by Mies van
der Rohe, the table is by Bruno Mathsson, the chair at the left is the famous Hardoy
chair, the rug is Moroccan. The room and its furnishings are an excellent answer to
those who maintain that the modern interior is of necessity stereotyped.

C. V.

D.

Hubbai'd

The original of this house was a farmhouse about 150 years old, and
the conversion, as can be seen, has left relatively little evidence of the
Oscar stonorov

earlier
tecture
luxury
utilizes
heights

structure. Mr. Stonorov, distinguished for his work in archiand city planning, built this for his own family. The real

of two-story space is again revealed by this interior, which
a large balcony as a most effective means of changing ceiling
within the room.
51
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Russel Wright

This remodeled brownstone in New York is more than another remodeling ].ob, for it was designed by Russel Wright
to test out the ideas presented in his book "Easier Living"
written in collaboration with his wife. The living room photographs on the opposite page show an interesting and practical conversion-by day the room opens out through a glass
wall to a pleasant backyard garden, by night it can be converted with complete ease to function as a private projection
room. A concealed roll-up screen acts as both window shade
and projection screen; the projector is permanently located
in a storage wall at the other end of the room. Another
pleasant feature is the use of flagstone both inside and out,
an always effective device for giving the two areas the appearance of one. Left, a detail of the outdoor woodbox, conveniently located for either outdoor cooking or the living
room fireplace.
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Photos:

Halley

Erskine

Details of the Russell Wright house : above, serving counter between kitchen and dining space.
Below: coffee table, like serving counter, has

porcelain enamel top. Bottom: view of corner
fireplace in living room.
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Above: plastic wall covering is practically indestructible.

Below:

wood

[oy chest has a drop-leaf front.

A complete wardrobe wall is located
behind flush wood sliding doors.

An "entertainment center" is concealed in
a storage wall. The unit holds piano, pro].ector, and supplies for parties.
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Photos: Ernest

Braun

John Campbell

The appalling condition of much of
our so-called "better" housing is familiar to almost all big-city dwellers,
and the amount of energy and ingenuity this has called forth from architects and interior designers is incalculable. This one-room apartment in
Sam Francisco is a good case in point.
The "view" from its window is a dismal air shaft and this was the probIem with which the designer was confronted. His solution was to introduce a new wall of Japanese lattice screen in front of the windows,
with translucent sheeting behind the
screens to cut out the view. The theme
of the lattice screens was then repeated elsewhere, one being used as
a baffle in front of the bathroom
door, the other as a divider between
the living and sleeping areas. The
Oriental note introduced by the use
of these screens is carried through by
use of a rug made of large hemp
squares. Furniture consists of a small
selection of simple pieces in wood
and metal. Walls are painted turquoise blue.
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A detail of the living section of the Campbell apartment. The skylight and
fireplace were existing installations. Oak-framed lattice screen conceals the
bathroom door. The handsome chest is Japanese.
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Robert Rosenberg
and
New Design

The living-dining room of a remodeled New York brownstone house.

Only fifteen by sixteen feet, the room
had to accommodate a reasonable seating group, a dining table and chairs,
the necessary storage and an extra

bed. The manner in which the various requirements were taken care of
in this small space, is admirable. The
dining table is off to the right, well
away from the seating group and out
of all traffic. A small kitchen has been
so planned that it can function as part
of the larger space or be cut off, and
the serving counter can be used as a
bar, a breakfast counter and for kitchen storage.
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The view from the entrance
(above) shows a translucent plastic screen used as a thin divider
between the entry and the room.
Devices of this type are excellent
for providing needed baffles without too great a loss of the feeling
of space. The rear wall, a glass
sliding partition which opens to the

garden, represents the major piece
of remodeling work done on the
old apartment. Two dining tables
are built in so that they can be

folded down against the wallmetal leg supports are separate and
can be folded and stored separately.
A wall-to-wall curtain of natural
silk can be pulled across the glass
wall when the garden is not in use.
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This spectacular interior-sixty-five feet in
length-is near Milan and was once a staLuigi Ghidini and Guglielmo Mozzini

ble. Like so many of the remodelings I)y
modern architects, it is so complete and
drastic that it is difficult to imagine the
former use or, for that matter, to even
visualize the original building. The small

photograph shows a light concrete framework presumably set out in front of and
over the earlier structure, forming a balcony at the second-floor level and a roof
terrace at the third. The first floor is taken
up almost entirely by its enormous livingdining room (dining is on the other side
the partition behind the sofa) and by the
kitchen and pantry. Walls, floor, and ceiling are neutral.
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Photos: Ai'thui' Di'exli

A remodeled apartment in New York which
recalls the current Italian procedure of
superimposing architectural elements on an
old background to achieve a radically new
appearance without requiring extensive
structural changes. A number of these elements are visible in the illustrations-the
lightweight corrugated ceiling,
(opposite

page) the pine board wall paneling which
covers up breaks in the old wall, the hanging screens of raw silk. A special procedure
used in this apartment is the method of
hanging furniture with tension members,
as in the couch, where a square aluminum
upright functions as the column and a tension support holds the seat in position, and
with the radio-record player which is also
supported from the pine wall. As in so
much contemporary work, there is a deliberate effort to introduce elements which

I. M. Pei

::::£±];u:£e ¥:re=t:I :hned I:eg;t:I:Lmr:::reesos;
the coffee table and the leather and animal
hides of the custom-built couch. Also characteristic of the best contemporary interiors
is the emphasis on space, and the resulting
effort to keep the visual bulk of furnilure and accessories down to a practical

mlnlmum.
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Blind at entry encloses wall kitchen.
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Photos:

Gottscho-Schleisnef'

Ward Bennett

In this small apartment-also a converted I\Tew York brownstone-a
oO
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.

talented designer has reversed the usual procedure followed in interiors of this kind. T\Tormally it is the practice to make a smaller
room look larger by eliminating furniture and pushing the walls out,
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or at least back. Here a construction in teak, reaching from floor to
ceiling, has been installed in almost the exact center of the space and,
oddly enough, does not cut down the space which appears to be availal)le. The function of this structure is multiple-it is a row of cabine[s at its lowest level, it is a back support for a couch, it is a series
of shelves for books and art objects, it is a writing desk. It makes
possible the use of a small room as bedroom, dining room, design
studio and consultation room without letting any given function ham-

per the others unduly. Another interesting thing is the designer's
disregard for "correct" furnishings-the best chairs are Regency, the
fireplace is l9th century and the lighting is out of the electrical supply store around the corner.
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Couch side of the central storage and display unit. The structure functions as well
from the "sleeping" side as from the other and has numerous possibilities of shelf
arrangement due to the adjustable feature.
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Lamantia
and
MOcoy

There was a time when I)eople be-

1ieved that modern furniture could

only find its proper background in
modern houses. There was a time,
too, when it was believed that it
could only exist in relation to other
furniture and accessories in the
same manner. If it does nothing
else, the material in this book
should effectively dispel both of
these notions, and the living room
in this l8th century New Orleans
house should provide added proof.
Here as in other examples the architects have done relatively little
tampering with the existing back-

grounds-this room has a few builtin cabinets and shelves and that
is all. The furniture, by Charles
Eames and others, does nothing
more than enhance the old house
into which it has been placed.
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Antomio Lombardini

The charm of the best contemporary Italian interior
design is easy to experience but exceedingly hard
to analyze. Here we have an attic apartment in
Milan, where the major alteration was a shift in roof
lines. The section drawing at the left indicates how
the original gable roof (dotted lines) was raised so
that the usable headroom would be increased. The
photograph above shows two chairs, of different designs, an old chest, a couple of lighting units, some

recessed shelves and a counter-not much in the
way of interior design or decoration. Yet the net
effect is fresh, un forced, livable and handsome.
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The feeling conveyed by the photograph on
the facing page is carried through the entire apartment. The upholstered furniture,
for instance, consists of old pieces refurbished with new fabric, in red and white
and blue and white stripes. Set with these
is a north African campaign chair in its
original folding version. The effect of the
entire space is that it has been furnished
and decorated exactly as the owner and his
designer wanted to do it.

Dean Stone-Hugo Steccati

White and Hermann

The impact of the contemporary
movement has been felt through
the entire field of interior design,
and the living room of this Palo
Alto residence is a good case in
point. Here, in a completely traditional structure, using both heavy
wood beams and walls of adobe,

the influence of modern furniture
and modern room planning is
clearly visible.
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Marcell

Seidlei'

Harry Seidler

The living area of a three-story cliffside
house in Australia, designed by a former
student of Marcel Breuer. There is nothing
in the interior design unfamiliar to a modern American, or, for that matter, European.
A high ceiling occurs over the seating group
while a balcony and upstairs rooms create
lower ceilings over the dining and other
areas. A free-standing case divides living
and dining spaces. Sliding glass walls give
access [o a terrace.
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Lui8i Figini

I

;

This living-dining area in Mr.
Figini's own house in Milan,
a second-floor space with its
own enclosed terrace. The
project is interesting in a
number of ways: it shows

-particularly in the dining
area-the influence of the
early work of Le Corbusier
and the German modernists,
but it also reveals in its plan
the more current procedure
of breaking up the large open
space into sections suitable
for various activities. Here,
for instance, the living area
is literally nothing more than
an alcove, separated from the
service passage by a dwarf

partition and from the dining
table by a two-sided storage
case set on high metal legs.
The terrace, set beyond a sliding glass wall, is furnished
primarily for sitting out.
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Paul Laszlo

Even in luxury houses, such as this residence built
for his own use by Paul Laszlo in Brentwood, California, the separate dining room is rapidly becoming

a thing of the past. Here, although the space allocated for dining is more than generous, the area is
still treated as an integral part of the large living
room and closely related to the brick terrace outside. An unusual feature is the polished copper cooking unit (above) which has all the needed equip-

ment for broiling steaks and fowl, for the ritual of
the barbecue and the other traditional manifestations of Western hospitality.
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Courtesy of Holiday Magazine, the Cui'tis Publishing Co.

Photos: Ezra Stoller

The living-dining room of this house is repeated, on a

larger scale, in a "garden room," visible a[ the far side
of a tree-filled court. The house was designed as a luxGeor8e Nelson

ury type, all-weather vacation house, and built on the
south shore of Long Island. The main accommodations

are housed in a narrow rectangular unit-a kind of de1uxe boxcar-which is loo feet long and 20 feet wide.
The living-dining space shown here is the only room
occupying the full width of the house, and the side facing
the court and the garden room beyond has a full glass
wall divided into three sections, one of which is a slid-

ing panel. Lighting in this room is somewhat more elal)orate than the customary installation, with two rows of
recessed ceiling lights on two motor-driven dimmers.

Over the dining table is a specially designed hanging
lamp which contains its own dimmer. An interesting type
of vertical blind with removable fabric slats shields the

glass wall; the slats can be turned to screen the interior
completely and they can be pulled open, much like a
curtain, if a full opening is desired.
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Jam Ruhtenberg

An interesting visual commentary on the use of period furniture in a contemporary setting. This
dining room is in the designer's ow.n house in

Colorado Springs.

Focal

point of the room is the
tjluster of Victorian rose-

wood by John Belter, one
of the most famous carvers of the period. The
contrast of the soft, intricately worked shapes and
the simple background is
most effective.

Alexaniler Girartl

Breakfast alcove in the
Grosse Pointe residence of
an architect internationally known for his houses,
fabrics and exhibition designs.
Although strictly

a utilitarian installation,
its design shows the attention to detail characteristic of Mr. Girard's work,
and a pleasant variation in
textures, from the roughness of the brick chimney and of the bamboo
shade to the smooth black
surface of the dining table.
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Gottscho-Schleisner

Riissell Wright

The dining corner o£ Mr. Wright's
own house in New York. As in
so much of the work being done
currently, there is here the most
casual mixture of period and
modern elements. The somewhat
Victorian atmosphere created by
the furniture, lamp and curtain is
in sharp contrast with the sideboard and wall treatment. The
white cabinet hung on the wall is
used for the storage of silver.

Finn Juhl

This austere but comfortable din-

ing room is especially interesting
as it was designed for himself by
a Danish designer whose work has
recently become very well known
in the U.S. Although modern in
all its details, the feeling of the
interior is in the traditional Scan-

dinavian feeling: plain white walls,
uncluttered furnishings, beautifully

finished wood, and unpretentious
decoration.
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Ezra Stoller
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The plan of this living-dining area is worth
careful study, as it solves a series of problems in a relatively modest space. The
house is one of a group in Lincoln, Massachusetts, designed and built by members
of the faculty of the Harvard school of
architecture, and it includes in addition to
this residence of professor Bogner, houses
by

Gropius

(p.19)

and

Breuer

(p.18).

The interesting thing about this interior is
the manner in which a family's needs for

privacy have been taken care of without
loss of the large open spaces required for

Walter Bogner

general living purposes and entertainment.
Two devices have been used to achieve the
result-a flexible wood curtain (lower
I.ight, facing page) cuts off the dining
room when separation is wanted, but leaves
this space completely open most of the
time; an alcove creates a separate space
for sitting and reading. Thus one large
space, with a minimum of construction
or expense, serves most of the purposes of
living room, dining room and study. The

photograph above illustrates the manner
in which openness and enclosure have been
created within the same room. A particularly successful detail is the horizontal
window in the study (left), set between
the bookcases and the shelf behind the
built-in couch.
81
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Eero Saarinen and Charles Eames

A steel-framed house on the West Coast,

designed by two of the country's outstanding architects. The structure is conceived

iE---i------E-_-:==i=:=±i§=E=i=-=HRE

as a box whose interior is as free from
fixed partitions as possible, with the side
facing a view of the Pacific (above) enclosed entirely in glass.

The living room,

a large, high-ceilinged and irregularly de-

fined space, occupies virtually all of the

ocean side.

---:==?FIE_:-H_-T-i-_:---i=-=:::

At the left end of this space

(photo above) a storage wall, somewhat
over head height, acts as the divider between living room and kitchen. Furniture

shown in the facing view of the living ro`om
consists largely of pieces designed by

Charles Eames ; lightweight, open structures
which blend beautifully with the light open

character of the interior itself.
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Photos:

Julius

Shulman

The living room is divided into
two main levels which, as shown
by the above photograph, are continuously linked by a broad, carpeted step. While the difference
between the two is hardly more
than a foot, it is enough to make
one conscious of the over-average
height of the room. To light the
inside wall of the living room a
skylight has been installed and is
shared by the kitchen located on
the far side of the storage wall.

The open fireplace, given added emphasis by a coat of brilliant vermilion paint, is a divider between
the open part of the living room and the sitting area (see plan). The difference in function between
the two areas is further clarified by the difference in floor coverings: carpet on the sitting side, smooth
composition flooring on the other.
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Two views of the sitting end of the living room. A most unusual

planning arrangement has the top of the built-in sofa on a level with
the bedroom floor. A sliding. wall serves to close off the bedroom.
Records and electronic equipment are housed in the cabinets alongside the seating unit.
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This view out of the living room towards the terrace gives a good picture of the treatment of the glass wall which has a most interesting combination of fixed sash, sliding
glass and awning-type windows. The carpeted step is also used for extra seating.
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Julius

Shulman

The trend towards the merging of
the hitherto separated activities of
architecture, interior design and
furniture design is exemplified by
this interior, in which all three
I. R. I)avids0n

roles were handled by Mr. Da-

vidson. Another frequently noted
trend, towards the building-in of
furniture where possible, is also
illustrated. The designer has used
the fact of two ceiling heights, one
for the living room and one for
the entrance area, to create a concealed lighting cove. Walls of the
room are yellow stucco, the floor
is flagstone, the rug is a finely
textured blue linen. The sofa is
sand-colored and the chairs are
persimmon. The fireplace is in an
Arizona stone, white in color and
rather rough in texture.
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Julius

Shulman

Gruen and KrummeckR. L. Baumfeld, associate

A rich, compact, formal interior
whose atmosphere of quiet luxury
stems from the use of good materials for the simple backgrounds.
Both walls and ceiling, for exam-

ple, are in wood, the former in
ash; the latter, Honduras mahogany. The fireplace is neatly framed
in travertine and the carpeting
is carried up to and around the
hearth. Hidden in the fireplace
wall are a number of installations,
including a diminutive bar whose
contents are packed in as neatly as
in a boat's galley. The wall also
contains cabinet space and a dropleaf desk. Furniture is relatively
large in scale and heavy; its solid
squarish lines are well suited to
this type of interior.
89

The I)lan below shows the relationship between the living area illustrated on the pre-

ceding page and the rest of the space. Built-in storage has been handled with extreme
precision and attention to details. Spaces designed in this way can provide for a great
variety of activities without requiring large floor area.
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The relationship between indoor and outdoor living areas is shown with unusual
Aim, johnson and Day

clarity bythe above illustration. Thehouse,
located in Southern California, follows an

increasingly popular procedure of creating
the largest space possible within the budget
and taking care of living requirements with
a minimum of fixed partitions.
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Fred

Carl Anderson and Ross Bellah
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R,

Dapprich

One advantage of shed roof construction
is that it gives the designer the choice of a
high or low wall on the side facing the
view. Here the architects have taken the
former option and have carried the glass
around the corner for greater openness.
Colors are light gray for walls and ceiling, green in the asphalt tile floor.

Ezra Stoller

Twitchell antl Rudolph

A brilliantly designed and appropi-iately
furnished vacation cabin in Sarasota, Florida. The structure is a heavy wood frame
which permits great openness in the treatment of walls and openings. In plan the
cabin is divided roughly into thirds: porch,
living room and a service 'area behind the
fireplace. As can be seen in the upper photograph the fireplace stands clear of the

wall-it forms part of a counter and storage unit and has a ceiling-hung hood and
flue above. In the service unit behind there
is a small kitchen, bathroom and storeroom.
The remarkable sense of luxury conveyed
by this small interior is due in part to the
importance given the structure, in part to
the manner in which the screened porch has
been related `to the room.
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Crai8 Ellwood

If this interior appears to lack some of the
warmth and individuality one expects to
find in home living areas, it comes by its
impersonality honestly, for it is part of a

guest cottage group attached to an apartment hotel. As such, of course, it represents a standard of both space and design
rarely encountered in commercial accommodations. The interest in maintenance,

on the part of both owner and architect,
is clearly expressed in the room, which
uses portable furniture entirely, as against
costly-to-repair built-in facilities. Each cot-

tage includes not only a living-dining
room as shown, but bedroom, bath and a
small kitchen.
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Childress-Halbei'stadt

White and Hermann

It is traditional practice in the Sam Francisco area to use ex-

posed wood as both structure and finish, and in this house
in Sausalito one sees an unpretentious contemporary expression. A post and beam construction is used, with the
roof planking exposed. The floor, of random width boards,
repeats the ceiling pattern. Into this wood and glass container the most casually related home furnishings have been

placed, and their heterogeneous appearance reinforces the
initial impression of ease and informality.
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Oscar Stonorov
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The most interesting feature of the
plan of the living areas in this
house in England is that they extend in a long strip down the south
side of the building, with the north

I
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I

I
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wall used as an almost solid bar-

rier of storage cabinets.

1111

On the

1111

other side of this mammoth storage wall is the service portion of

the house. The wall in the living
room, for instance, contains a bar,
desk, radio-record player and numerous compartments which enclose or display art works. At the
dining end (above) the wall contains a pass-through to the kitchen.
The fireplace, as is so often the
case in modern houses with elon-

gated plans of this type, has been
set up as an exposed masonry divider between living and dining
areas. The furniture is interesting
as a collection of types made in
Europe well before World War 11 :
the upholstered metal chairs were
formerly produced in Germany in
substantial quantities and the bentwood chairs, now available again
on the U.S. market, were massproduced in Czechoslovakia and
other countries.
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Grundy

Dan Kiley

A dining corner which uses one of the most elegant of the modern metal side
chairs, a custom-made table and built-in storage cabinets. The formality of
the impression given by the space is interesting in view of the simplicity of
the means used to achieve it. In this connection the lighting, both direct and
indirect, should be noted.

Maroel Breuer

This early dining room (Berlin, 1930) is of particular interest when com-

pared with more recent work by Breuer, shown in this book. The dining
chairs are among the first to have been put into mass production anywhere.

Robert Carson

The dining room in the
designer's own penthouse
apartment in New York.
Changes in the existing
space are minimum, consisting only of the attachment of a shelf to the back
wall and the use of a hanging lamp from Finland in
place of the usual ceiling
fixture. It is a good example of an effective conversion made with a minimum of expense.

Gottscho-Schleisner

Hugh Stubbins, Jr.

A compact and thoroughly
pleasant little dining corner in a house by one of
New England's outstanding architects. The kitchen
is not cut off from the dining table, but merely
screened from it by storage cabinets. Much modern work has a feeling in
common with the forthright interiors of 18th century New England, and

perhaps this is why the
old ladder-backed chairs
fit so unobtrusively
their new setting.

Ezra Stollel'

in
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Franco Albini

A slab of red marble, set
on a walnut base, is the
focal point of this dining
room in Milan, and its importance is accentuated by
the "chandelier" of six
overhead lamps. The armchairs, in a light blue fabric, are also Albini designs and have been made
available in the U.S.

Arthur Drexler

Eliot Noyes

Another dining area (see
p. 99) which derives much
of its interest from the
combination of old and
new furniture. Set at the
end of a living room, the
dining space has its own
large window and a direct
connection by a passthrough to the kitchen. It
is curious that this device,
one of the more ingeni-

ous-and discarded-leatures of Victorian houses,
should now be enjoying a
substantial revival.
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Felix Augenfeld

This is the dining room compressed into
the minimum of floor area. In this instance
it was the location of an entrance door
which prevented a free-standing arrangement. Ac[ually, while the corner plan is
somewhat less convenient, it is far more
effective visually as a design solution for a
small room.
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Robei't

C.

cleveland

A. Ouincy Jones

Most rooms in most houses come
equipped with at least four 90-de-

gree corners, and it may be the perpetual sameness of this connection
that leads architects to experiment
occasionally with wall intersections at other angles. Rooms such
as this indicate that interesting
things can happen to spaces when
the right angle is abandoned. Care
has to be taken with the interior
design, however, because standard
furniture is always made to fit
standard corners. It will be noted
here that wherever the architect
has deviated from right-angle wall
connections, he has kept the furni-

ture away from the corner. The
room is done in mahogany and
redwood and has built-in lighting.
Its wall area is 80 percent glass.

This room, built for the use of a musician, is in a house that was

Bogner and Richmond

planned on three levels to fit the contours of an extremely irregular
site. One advantage of such a scheme is that if the second and third
levels are given the same roof, the second level gets a very high ceiling. This is what happened here. At the right in the photograph one
can see the stairway with its storage wall and observe the relationship of the various levels. The requirement for the living floor was a
room of good size, relatively sheltered from the rest of the house.
Both the stone chimney and the high storage wall function as screens
which give a certain amount of visual privacy. The grand piano
which appears in the foreground was one of the reasons for the size
requirements of the living room. Acoustical problems were created
by the use of the space, and they were solved by a combination of reflecting surfaces (storagewall, wood walls and ceiling of the hall)
and absorbent surfaces (acoustical plaster on walls of living room).
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More views of the room shown on the preceding page, illustrating the relationships of the various spaces.
Stairs in lower illustration go up to the bedroom, down to the dining room (see plan) . The high, sloping
ceiling sheathed in stained fir boards gives unusual interest and movement to the interior.
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Lighting is for the most part indirect and is provided by concealed fluorescent tubes set
above bookcases and windows. Seating is located in an alcove created by the projecting
stone wall of the fireplace.
105

An uncommon requirement in the
three-level house was a separate
dining room, and it is interesting
to speculate on the rapidity with
which this room, not too long ago
a necessity, has become a rarity.
Where space permits and service
can be obtained, the advantages of
the separate dining room are, of
course, what they always were. In
this instance, despite the generous
space provided, the owners have
chosen to put in a relatively small
dining table (by Charles Eames)
and light chairs. A glass wall gives
out on a small stone-paved terrace.
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Pierce-Leavell

Interior of a house in Florida, showing the familiar use of
Baldwin.Machatlo

a free-standing fireplace wall as the divider between living
and dining areas. Note the wood ceiling and use of tiles
in the dining section.
Julius

Shulman

Another example of a house where architecture, interior
Paul Laszlo

desigli, furniture and fabrics have been done by a single
individual. This living room has been designed to accom.
modate four separate seating groups.
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Ezra Stoller

Katz Waisman BIumenkrantz Stein Weber

Architects Associatetl
108

A crisp, handsome dining space designed for a New York apartment by
a group of young architects who have executed a number of interesting
pro].ects. All furniture was designed by the architects, including the
wood-slat chairs. The emphasis on space-saving features is evident.

Michael Goodman

The dining end of the living room of a house in california. The
house is set on the edge of a cliff which accounts for the treetop
view out of the windows. Again the virtues of the high ceiling-

where the budget permits its uses-are fully apparent.
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Struwino

A corner of the designer's own house outside o£
Copenhagen. The room has been designed and furnished with no apparent effort: a bookcase wall
Finn Juh|

with narrow shelves frames the windows, radiators
are exposed, the wood floor except for a runner
of hand-woven carpet is also exposed, and a builtin sofa takes up the narrow end of the room. Furniture is very similar in appearance to the pieces
now in production in this country. The ceiling is
pale yellow, the couch wall is blue-green, and there
is an orange stripe above the bookcases. The table,
with a drop-leaf narrower at one end than the other,
is an unusual piece.

Ilo

Augusto Romano

One reason Italy's interior designers have devoted
so much attention to the creation of fireplaces of
unique construction and appearance is the lack o£
other heating. Exposing the metal flue may look
like a trick to get an unusual effect, but it happens
to work much better for heating than the conventional flue concealed in a masonry chimney. In fact
the fireplace shown is not much different in its functioning from the old free-standing iron stove which
used to occupy the central location in country
stores. In this room all storage is taken care of in
meticulously designed cases and racks and the designer has used the floor and walls with complete
impartiality as supports for his furniture. The
wood cases are built of waxed oak, the hearth is
stone, hood and stovepipe are enameled blue.

u it il

E.

Guei'rero

Frank Lloyd Wright

These are the living rooms of the
two great houses Frank Lloyd
Wright built for himself. The room
above is an early view (about
1938) of the room in his desert
camp near Phoenix, Arizona. The

photograph below was taken in his
house Taliesin, located near Spring
Green, Wisconsin. Although designed at different periods and for
vastly different climatic conditions,
they illustrate by their contrast the
threads which run all through

Wright's work.
The desert camp is a series of structures built of rock, concrete, red-

wood and canvas-the latter being
used as translucent roofing and
walls. The luxurious interior, about
sixty feet in length, suggests not
so much a building as a remarkable kind of tent. The Wisconsin
house, on the other hand, designed
for rigorous northern winters, is a
magnificent permanent structure,
lavishly decorated with objects
from Wright's oriental collections.
Era

Stoller:
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courtesy

Fortune

magazine

Katz Waisman BIumenkrantz Stein Weber

Architects Assooiatell

A glass-walled, stone-paved corner of a remodeled 150-year-old farmhouse. As in so many of these conversions it is difficult to see from

this photograph what might be left of the original house. The equipment for seating might better be described in this instance as equipment for lounging. The table is a millstone on a fixed pedestal.
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'hotos Ezi`a Stoller

These two views help explain in
more detail the nature of the conversion of the old farmhouse. All
of the old partitions were removed
to produce a living room 17 x 30,
one and a half stories in height,
and the room was opened to a
stone terrace on one side and a
wood deck at the end. Except for
the new glass corner, the whole
room is executed in variations on
the two themes of wood and stone.
The wall, I or instance, is barn siding of chestnut. The fireplace, of
rubble, looks as if it had belonged
to the original structure. The floor
is beautifully patterned in multicolored flagstone. What furniture
there is appears to serve for sleeping as well as sitting and lounging,
and the use of beds not only increases the sleeping capacity of the
house but accentuates the informality of the interior treatment.

Marianne Strengell

The house of Marianne Strengell,
the textile designer, and her architect husband, 01av Hammarstrom,
has not one living room but two,
and both are set up on the basis of
summer or winter occupancy. The
summer room (bottom, left) is in
actuality a large screened porch
with brick walls, and opens on to
a garden. The winter living room
has a fireplace and a certain
amount of furniture which is not
transferred to the summer room.
Each has a play, work and conversation area. The informal character
of both spaces is due in part to the
mixture of activities, but chiefly to
the manner o£ furnishing. Most of
the furniture was designed by Mr.
Hammarstrom,
and its simple,
rugged appearance suggests that it
was designed for home fabrication
as well. The rugs, draperies and
upholstery fabrics in both rooms
were, as might be expected, designed by Miss Strengell.
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A special character for this interior has been
Paul Beidler
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achieved largely through the materials used in its
construction, notably a double-length brick laid up
to create a most unusual wall texture. The brick is
light gray on one wall, dark gray on the other. The
floor is natural color concrete, polished; the ceiling surface between the beams is sprayed asbestos.

Philip J0hns0n

Few houses built since the war have aroused
more discussion than the New Canaan r6sidence of philipJohnson. The houseconsists
of two buildings set on a flat grassed clearing overlooking a small valley. One, a brick
structure, contains three bedrooms; the
other, illustrated on these pages, is a steel
cage enclosed in glass and punctured I)y
a brick cylinder about ten feet in diameter,
which contains bath and fireplace. The unit
as a whole has living space, dining, kitchen,

and master bedroom. This second unit carries the concept of the open plan as far as
it has ever been carried, for nothing in the
space save the bathroom is totally enclosed,
and the kitchen is a cluster of cabinets set
out in the living space. What happens in
the all-glass house is that the surrounding
woods become the screen walls and visual
privacy is achieved mainly by control of
the surrounding property. There is nothing
at all wrong with this idea if there is enough
land at the owner's disposal. One of the
entertaining consequences of having a
house without walls is shown in the above
illustration: pictures have to be set on
easels out in the open.
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This night view taken from outside shows some of the main elements of the interior.
The brick cylinder containing bath and fireplace appears at the rear. In the left fore-

ground is the dining table. At the right are the low cabinets which, when their tops
are folded back, comprise the working equipment of the kitchen. A monumental sculpLure by Elie Nadelman dominates this end of the room and suggests a division between
the kitchen and dining areas. Below, view of the same end of the house taken from
near the fireplace.

Con\Tersation group consists of a I ormal

arrangement of chairs and coffee table set

on a rug "island" in the polished herringbone brick floor. Seating consists of the

famous "Barcelona" chairs designed by
Mies van der Rohe about twenty years ago.
These chairs have highly polished steel
frames, leather upholstery.

View of the same seating group from the
dining end of the room. At the back one
can see the storage wall units which form
the only divider between the living area
and the master bedroom. The picture on
the easel is Poussin's "Funeral o£ Phocion"
and is the only painting displayed in the
room.
Photos: At'thur

Di'exler

The six-foot storage cabinets which mark

off the bedroom can be seen at the right.
A light steel-legged table, which functions
as a desk, is set against the window.

The main general illumination for the room
is provided from the outside, where a row
of floodlights at roof level light the surrounding lawn and trees. The candelabrum
is a curious]y anachronistic but efl.ective
touch in this most moderli of houses.
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This view of the living unit is taken from the parking space and shows the stone fence in the foreground, and
at the rear, the wood "fence" o£ logs destined for eventual use in the fireplace. Some of the detail of the steel
frame construction appears in this illustration. The plan below shows how the space has been allocated for the
various functions.

I-front entrance; 2-fireplace; 3-chairs, couch, and table on carpet;

4-dining area; 5-sculpture; 6-kitchen cabinet; 7-bathroom; 8-wall of
closets; 9-Poussin painting on metal easel; 10-sleeping area.
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Despite its ultra-Ame.rican location

Victor Gruen and RE I. Baumfeld

(Beverly Hills) this interior is
strongly reminiscent of European
design, particularly the excellent
work done in Germany and Austria before the war. Part of the
effect is no doubt due to the furniture, and part to the traditional
circular arrangement of chairs
around a coffee table.

The shell of the room shows one
of the most interesting and successful treatments of the shed roof,
where the glass wall is set at the
lower side, and a row of clerestory
windows at the high side admit
both daylight and air. This method
of balancing light is most important: the all-glass wall, while it
does bring in more light than small
windows, often creates so strong
a contrast within the room that
some other light source is needed.
As is almost standard with contemporary living rooms, particularly those being built on the West
coast, the garden beyond the glass
wall is as important a living space
as the room itself .
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}tos:

Julius

Shulman

Two large dining areas
adj oining the living room :
an interior space, large
enough for a completely

separate dining room, and
an outdoor terrace, sheltered from wind by the
walls of the house itself .
The room divider in this
instance is printed fabric
hung from the ceiling
which begins below the
clerestory window.

Wallace Heath
Ai'thui'

DI'exler

Just as the most sophisticated ar
chitects and interior designers coni
cern themselves relatively littl(
with "correctness" of style wher
they wish to mix old and modern
pieces of furniture, so the tendenc}
in remodeling and adding to old
houses appears to move in the
same general direction. In this
case, for example, a glass rooIT
was added to a house built twenty
years ago. The original house is
stone and it was designed in a

more or less Pennsylvania Dutch
style. The new room, however:
makes no concession whatever to
the original, as can be seen. The
room was planned as a supplement
to an existing living room and
combines, in a most agreeable way,
the best qualities of room and outdoor terrace.
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Richard

Garrison

Sometimes it is hard to analyze the qualities which set off
one interior or another as outstanding, particularly when
in so many instances the elements of structure and fur-

Henry Hebbeln

nishing appear to be pretty much the same. This room in
a vacation house in North Carolina is an excellent case in

point: its components are pretty much standard in contemporary interiors, its sloped ceiling with exposed beams
is neither new nor unfamiliar. Yet the impression created
by this room is completely right, from the window in the
corner to the plaster-faced fireplace. Possibly some of the
designer's success has to do with the apparent lack of
effort-there has been no attempt to -separate dining from
the general living area, no special emphasis of the fire-

place by the furniture arrangement, no attempt to create
anything obviously clever or contrived. The result is an
entirely delightful room, casual, comfortable, orderly,
peaceful. This is a really first-rate example of modern interior design as an expression of present-day attitudes
towards living.
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Ezi'a

Stoller

The second-floor living room of an oceanside house near

J. Stanley Sharp

New York, covered with a shed roof so that maximum
height can be gained at the glass wall overlooking the
water. A brick fireplace is appropriately located on the
side away from the view, so that the occupants of the
room can make the choice of looking in or out. The fireplace also serves as a divider between the room and the
adjoining hall and kitchen. Many beach houses use the
scheme of a second-floor living room, particularly where
the dunes are not high enough to afford a good view at
ground level.

The walls of the room are of white building block and
colors generally are neutral, to avoid competition with the
view. The ceiling is of perforated transite, a material
often used for acoustical purposes, and the floor is of
cork. Window mullions are painted a light gray-blue and
the columns inside, a deeper blue. Reversible couch cushions are neutral greens on one side; brilliant red, black
and white, or yellow on the other.
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Julius

Shulman

A corner of the living room in the architect's own house. This space also serves as
A. Quinoy jones

a reception room for clients and as aworking laboratory for testing new materials.
The effectiveness of the glass wall here

(note that it tilts out as it goes up) is enhanced by the luxuriant vegetation which

provides both a colorful background and
the necessary screen for privacy.
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Alexander Girard

A brilliantly designed room in the
architect's own house, so rich in
ideas and interesting in detail that
it is almost impossible to photograph. The living-dining area covers almost 2,000 square feet, and
it includes a main seating group
(see next page) , a work space (be-

hind the curved partition) and a
dining area a few steps higher
than the living room, from which
the above photograph was taken.
A book corner, consisting of closely
spaced uprights and glass shelves,
can be seen in the background. The
fireplace is a monumental pile of
brick set out free from the wall;
behind it is an open passage lined
with storage cabinets. The room is
full of both horizontal and vertical
surfaces for the display of pictures
and art objects.
127

The secondary seating group mentioned on the preceding page. It is located at the front windows and is screened from the entry by a wall of chestnut. Relationship to rest of living room
can be determined from the plan below.

The Girard house began as an alteration and expansion of two
existing houses, located where the mast,er bedroom and kitchen
now are, but it would be virtually impossible for anyone to find
a trace of them in the present house. Children's bedrooms are
on the second floor (not shown) .
128
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Ezra Stollei'

Maroel Breuer

This is the house which was built in the garden of the Muscum of Modern Art in 1949. It was the first time a large
section of the public had an opportunity to inspect a
modern house by an outstanding architect, and the pro].ect has had considerable influence. The house is a long,

narrow rectangle covered by a "butterfly" roof-a type
frequently used by Breuer. This roof is the reverse of a

gable, that is, it starts high at each end of the building
and slopes down as it goes towards the cent,er, producing
the silhouette which has given it its name. The roof made
it possible to set up a living room whose ceiling finally
becomes high enough to accommodate a second floor
room at the end, in this case the master bedroom. The
idea of combining the master bedroom with the living
room in this manner stems, presumably, from the fact
that the parents do not go to bed until after the children.

Whether the scheme works after the children reach their
teens is a question, although in this house the playroom
could be converted into a second sitting room. The roof
continues to slope down until, when it reaches the dining
area and kitchen (facing page), it is at about normal
height. Then it starts to slope up again in the other direction. The living room, though small, has an uncommonly
spacious quality due to the manner in which a constant
change of height has been effected. The dining room
chairs, television tube case and coffee table (which contains the television controls) were designed by Mr. Breuer.
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A storage-lined corridor is the entralice to the living room
Richard J. Neutra
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of this luxurious california house. A beautiful precision
and strongly rhythmic quality is typical of the best of
Neutra's work and it is very much in evidence here. Contrasts in texture (walnut cabinets, red lacquered column,
terrazzo floor, bamboo blinds) are subtle, but effective.

Photos:

Julius

Shulman

The living room combines an atmosphere of comfort with a
feeling of almost machine-made quality, and it relies on
views out of glass walls for some of its impression of spaciousness. The big couch is an assembly of a dozen ottomans
which can be redistributed about the room as desired. Night
lighting of the dining terrace (lower photo) is dramatic.
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/,

A sliding lacquered panel or a traverse curtain can close off the dining space. The table, a Neutra
design, can be dropped down to cocktail table height. This convertible feature is, of course, more
valuable in a small apartment than in a house of this size.
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Ezra Stoller: courtesy Ladies Home Journai

Hugh Stubbins, Jr.

It is probably not known any more to which
architect is due the credit for the all-glass

gable end, but the feature is one which has
great merit. In this house in Concord,
Massachusetts, the client needed a large,
well-lighted room for music teaching as well
as general living purposes, and this handsome interior was the result. Putty-colored
walls and ceiling, white woodwork and a

gray stone floor form a quiet frame for the
view and a neutral background for the colorful oriental rug.
135
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Built outside Paris around 1935, this little
weekend house has become another of those
landmarks of contemporary architecture
and interior design whose influence has
been worldwide. Unless one can sense what

Le c0rbusier

the architect has achieved in this curiously
undomestic structure, it is a little hard to

get much from a description. Superficially,
not much of anything has been done: there
is a small house roofed by three parallel
vaults of reinforced concrete. In one place,
over the dining table, the vault is pierced
to admit top light. There is a free-standing
fireplace similar to many shown elsewhere
in this book (except that this one was done
first) and there is a storage wall enclosure
for the one bedroom in the house. There
is no visible furniture beyond an absolute
minimum. But the one table that can be
seen has a top made of a heavy slab of
marble. It is evident that the sparseness of
interior is not a matter of economy but o£
choice. And the choice was made because
the architect so enclosed the space that it
came alive, and thus created a truly luxurious interior. Furniture, in such a space,
contril)utes nothing save utility. Hence the
selection of the barest minimum of utility

pieces-nothing else was needed to enhance
or complement the space.
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In one of his books the architect, writing about this
house, remarked that he wanted "to make it invisible."
The combination of a thick screen of trees and a grass
covered roof comes close to achieving his objective.
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©

A short distance from the house is a garden pavilion, constructed in
the same manner, so that each is a kind of mirror image of the other.
Canvas curtains give the pavilion some degree of weather protection.

The underside of the vaulting is covered with plywood-a most unusual treatment, for normally the concrete is left exposed and painted.
This bay shows the view from the bedroom end (see plan), with the
dining table under the skylight and a couch covered in cowhide in
the immediate foreground.
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It seems fitting to conclude this collection

of contemporary interiors for living and
Ba[dwin-Machado

dining with this agreeably composed room

in an old house in Alabama. The age and
dignity of the house did not prevent the designers from inserting their modern lamp
and teacart; the modern-minded attitude of
the designers did not prevent them from
keeping the old chairs and the oak table.
Contemporary design is here to stay for a
while, and the pressure to prove one's orthodoxy has diminished. With this more
mature outlook there should come more
good interiors.
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